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We can observe, therefore, that if TINA is to be widely adopted in the near to
medium term it must be able to accommodate current and evolving protocol based
communication control mechanisms, and in particular QoS-aware IP networks.
TINA already assumes some use of IP, through its adoption of CORBA and its
Internet Inter-Orb Protocol for its DPE. CORBA, however, does not currently
address the transport of multimedia streams with guarantees QoS. Instead TINA
addresses this in a technology independent way, through the abstractions of the
Network Resource Information Model. Control of TINA services relies on the
following session separations:
·  An access session, which controls user’s ability to access services offered by
providers;
·  A service session, which controls the communication between groups of users
and the configuration of multimedia data streams between them and relevant
service components and
·  A communication session, which allows centralised service session
components to specify communication links between logical network nodes
involved in a service session.
The communication session therefore offers Service Architecture components a
single point at which connections over several network domains can be requested
as logical connection graphs. However, in keeping with it telecommunications
orientation, this network model is still fundamentally connection-oriented, making
it cumbersome to match this model well to the best-effort, connectionless
datagram model of IP protocols. The introduction of flow identifiers in IPv6, and
the use of soft connection state in RSVP, could be argued to make IP network
appear more "connection-oriented" and therefore closer to the connection-oriented
QoS-aware TINA network model. One major difference remains however, and
that is in the multicast capabilities of IP networks. This capability offers direct
support for user initiated participation in multiway communications, and is the
basis of much of the interactive multimedia communication currently being
performed on the Internet [5]. Multicast is implicitly supported by RSVP, and is a
key feature of other IP QoS guarantee schemes.
Connection oriented networks typically provide only point-to-point or point-to-
multipoint connection primitives, and thus tend to push the control of multiway
group communication to centralised point at a higher architectural level. This can
be seen in the TINA Service Architecture, which is heavily influenced by the need
to control groups of connections involved in multiway communications. The
requirement for centralised control of group communication can be relaxed in a
service architecture where support for multiway group communication is provided
by IP multicast. Therefore if a TINA system was to be deployed over one of
today’s IP network, e.g., a corporate intranet, the lack of support for QoS and the
implicit support for multicast may enable the service architecture to be simplified,
with control of group communications devolved to IP multicast functionality. This
was the approach adopted in the Prospect project [6] and is described further in
the next section.
One problem now recognised by the Internet community is the need for
networks supporting guaranteed QoS to implement some negative incentive to
users from hogging resources. In a global Internet operated by commercial